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INTRODUCTION

The phenomena of rotating stall represents a potentially serious problem

which must be recognized during the design and operation of a compression

system. In general, gas turbine systems are at optimum performance when the

compressor is operating at or near its maximum attainable pressure ratio.

However, as the pressure ratio increases, the danger of perturbations driving

the compressor into the stall regime also increases. Therefore, the operating

pressure ratios are generally kept below some specified margin to prevent the

compressor from penetrating into the stall region.

If the compressor does penetrate into the stall region, stall may manifest

itself in one of several ways. In the first mode, all blade passages show

separation and both the mass flow and pressure ratio across the blade passage

show a marked decrease. Although separation surely does have an unsteady

aspect, the effects of this stall mode can be modeled via a steady analysis. A

second mode of stalled behavior is that of rotating stall. In rotating stall,

a major separation region appears in one or more adjacent passages and this

separation zone then propagates circumferentially with time. As the zone

propagates to an adjacent passage, an original passage 'unstalls' and the

process continues. Stall may appear as a single propagating cell or multiple

propagating cells. When rotating stall is present, the average mass flow over

the annulus remains essentially constant, as does the pressure rise, although

both the mass flux and pressure rise are at values for lower than the normal

operating point values. However, on a passage-by-oassage basis, the flow is

unsteady. For passages containing a stall zone, the pressure ratio and mass

flux show significant decreases from those values in an unstalled passage. As

the zone progresses from passage to passage, each individual passage

experiences a significantly unsteady process.

The final mode of stall is termed surge. In surge, the annulus averaged

mass flux and pressure rise undergo large amplitude oscillation. This is in

contrast to rotating stall where the annulus averaged quantities do not exhibit

a significant amount of unsteadiness. Whereas, in rotating stall the majority

of the passages are operating in an unstalled mode, surge affects the annulus

as a whole as all passages continuously exhibit these unsteady effects.

The focus of the present investigation is rotating or propagating stall.

Mqed upon flow processes associated with it, rotating stall is obviously a

flow situation to be avoided if possible. Rotating stall is associated with



decreased compressor performance which, in itself, is a significant problem.

However, the large unsteady effects associated with rotating stall can be a

factor in blade fatigue and can be a precursor to destructive failure of the

component. Therefore, analyses and experiments which shed further light on

rotating stall phenomena represent important additions to the knowledge base.

The problem of rotating (or propagating) stall is a very difficult one

containing considerable complexity. Since rotating stall is initiated from

separated flow, viscous effects which lead to and then control separation are

important. As previously discussed, rotating stall is an unsteady process when

viewed on a passage-by-passage basis. The unstalled passages are fully flowing

whereas those passages which are stalled contain relatively large separation

zones. Therefore, large scale unsteady separation is a basic feature of the

process. Since stall may occur at significantly off-design conditions, the

oncoming flow may be at significant flow incidence relative to the design

condition. Three-dimensional effects may be important; in particular, part

span stall in which a stall cell occurs over only a portion of the blade

passage, as well as full span stall, are both observed. Finally, in actual

operation stall may be a multi-blade row phenomena in which the presence of

additional blade rows significantly affects the observed flow patterns, with

the interaction effect being dependent upon blade spacing.

The work discussed in the present report details a study of the

propagating stall problem via the unsteady two-dimensional Navier-Stokes

equations. In this work, the Navier-Stokes equations are applied to a

multi-passage configuration. Periodic conditions are applied over N passages,

which allows the flow from passage to passage to differ. A disturbance is

initiated in one of the passages and the resulting behavior is observed.

BACKGROUND

Since its recognition in the early 1950's, rotating stall has been the

subject of a large number of analytical, numerical and experimental

investigations. Two early works discussing this problen are given in

Refs. I and 2, which considered the basic mechanisms of rotating stall. Based

upon simplified models, Refs. I and 2 considered procedures which deduce the

features of stall propagation in single blade rows, such as the dependence of

the extent of the stalled region upon operating conditions and the stall

propagation speed. Reference 2, in particular, reviews several of these early
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approaches. In general, these approaches require steady state blade row

characteristics which must be obtained from experimental data or an alternate

analysis. The required features include flow exit angle and flow loss

characteristics as a function of inflow conditions. The flow upstream of the

blade row is modeled as a potential flow and that downstream of the blade row

*is modeled as a rotational inviscid flow using linearized equations. The blade

row is considered to be an actuator disk with specified loss and flow turning

characteristics. The flows upstream and downstream of the blade row are joined

by the actuator disk characteristics. As discussed in Ref. 2, these models

give a boundary equation at the actuator disk. In general, this boundary

equation is both unsteady and nonlinear. If the boundary equation is

linearized, the solution may be expressed as a series of waves of .wave number

k, and complex frequency w; the real portion of w represents the growth or

decay with time. The ratio of the imaginary portion of w to k is the

propagation velocity, Vp. The linearized approach gives a curve in (k,w)

space which marks the boundary between stable and unstable waves. For the

linearized theory there is no mechanism to limit growth and, therefore, no way

of determining which of the unstable waves the nonlinear system will select.

Also, as discussed in Ref. 2, if the nonlinear equation is chosen for analysis,

wave length, wave shape and wave amplitude can be calculated subject to

specific assumptions.

A later analysis with the same basic type of model which considered a

nonlinear flow was performed by Takata and Nagano (Ref. 3). Takata and Nagano

again divided the flow into two distinct regions separated by the cascade

actuator disk. Upstream of the disk the flow was assumed irrotational.

Downstream, a rotational inviscid analysis based upon numerical solution of the

vorticity transport equations was used. Again, the two regions were connected

*by specific cascade loss and flow turning characteristics. This approach

included nonlinear effects in the downstream region, as well as in the cascade

characteristics. A time marching solution was then used to investigate

stability characteristics. In Refs. 1-3, as well as other efforts of this

type, the major focus was prediction of propagatic, speed, number of stall

cells, wave form, etc.

Another early effort including nonlinear effects is that of Adamczyk

(Ref. 4) who considered the result of a specified Inlet plane disturbance upon

a cascade flow field. Vorticity transport equations were used both upstream
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and downstream of the cascade and, as in Refs. 1-3, the regions were connected

by equations expressing the blade passage characteristics. A series of

calculations were made with specified streamwise disturbances and it was shown

that under certain conditions a propagating velocity disturbance at the rotor

inlet plane appeared. This approach which solves the governing differential

equations in both the upstream and downstream regions has the potential to

treat arbitrary inlet distortion effects.

An early effort concentrating upon rotating stall inception was that of

Nenni and Ludwig (Ref. 5). In Ref. 5, time-dependent small disturbances were

superimposed on a steady mean flow through a blade row and the growth of the

disturbances with time was determined for various flow configurations. The

theory was developed for both an isolated blade row and a two blade row

configuration. In contrast to Refs. 1-3, this utilized a two-dimensional

finite thickness actuator sheet. The method of analysis determined solutions

for disturbance velocities upstream and downstream of the actuator based upon

the linearized Euler equations. These solutions contain three unknown

constants that are determined by boundary conditions. The boundary conditions

are imposed via matching conditions across the actuator disk which embody the

blade row aerodynamic characteristics. Substitution of the general solutions

for velocity components into the matching conditions yields a set of three

homogeneous equations at the cascade inlet boundary which in turn yields a

neutral stability condition. Provided accurate blade row loss and turning

characteristics were known, this approach gave reasonable results for incipient

stall for a series of calculations. This approach was extended to compressible

subsonic flow for single blade rows in Refs. 6 and 7 and to compressible flow

with two blade rows in Ref. 8.

While the works of Refs. 1-8 and other work of this type demonstrate some

of the important features of rotating stall, the common approach is an inviscid

one with empirical cascade turning and loss characteristics. Although inviscid

flow is a reasonable assumption upstream of the blade row, it is not downstrean

of the blade row where nonuniform flows associated with wakes and stall cells

are important. A second drawback of this common approach is the use of an

empirical cascade model. It is in the blade passage region where the stall

process is initiated and use of an actuator disk model here requires a specific

data base. Furthermore, these approaches do not consider the basic process

within the cascade and, therefore, do not give clear guidance as to how the

rotat ing stall. process may be suppressed.
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More recently, the emphasis has been on two somewhat different

approaches. The first approach, followed by Greitzer, Moore, Cumpsty and their

colleagues, is based upon a combination of empirical observation, compressor

characteristics and flow modeling (e.g., Refs. 9-13). Ref. 9 presents a

comprehensive review of a variety of approaches to the rotating stall problem.

A different approach which has been pursued recently is based upon a

solution of the Navier-Stokes equations via the vortex method (Refs. 14 and

15). In brief, these techniques are based upon the random vortex method (e.g.,

Refs. 16 and 17). These approaches considered incompressible flow governed by

the Euler equations. Viscous effects near the blade surface are modeled by

creating a chain of vortices at the blade surface so as to produce the correct

total circulation and to satisfy the no-slip wall boundary condition. The

vortices created at the walls were released into the main flow at'locations

downstream of the flow separation point which were determined by an integral

boundary layer technique. Vortices in the flow were moved in time in

accordance with the local velocity field. In these nimulations, a disturbance

was introduced into the steady flow field and the calculation was then allowed

to proceed in time. Three different types of flow patterns were noted. In the

first case, no instability was noted; the flow either remained attached or

showed slight separation. The second pattern gave a propagating region of

reversed flow with one or two passages reversed and the other passages full

flowing. As the calculation proceeded with time, the 'stall zone' propagated

through the computational domain. The final pattern showed all passages

*" stalled. Calculations were made to assess the influence of stagger, incidence,

blade camber, etc. on the flow pattern.

The work described in the present report details the application of a

two-dimensional, unsteady Navier-Stokes analysis to the rotating stall

problem. Prior to discussing the work in detail, it is useful to discuss both

the potential and the limitations of such an analysis. Regarding first the

limitations, it is clear that a two-dimensional simulation does not contain all

the relevant flow physics. A variety of experiments indicate the presence of

strong radial flows when a stall cell is present; a two-dimensional analysis

cannot model these three-dimensional effects. However, in many cases of

practical interest, mich of the flow is essentially two-dimensional. In the

early stages of rotating stall, or for conditions at which rotating stall first

occurs, the propagating stall zone is expected to be relatively weak and the

flow is expected to remain essentially two-dimonsional. Therefore, a
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two-dimensional approach to the early stages of this process or to conditions

at which this process first occurs, i.e., incipient rotating, is a reasonable

one. A second major limitation of a Navier-Stokes procedure is that of

turbulence modeling. Appropriate turbulence modeling for highly three-

dimensional, unsteady flows, such as those found in a fully developed rotating

stall cell, is still a significant problem. However, as in the case of the

two-dimensional limitation, the turbulence model is not a major problem for

calculation during the inception period. A final limitation is that of

computer run time. In this regard, significant progress has been made over the

last few years in hardware, software and algorithm technology and cost per

calculation is expected to continue to decrease.

In regard to the benefits of the present approach, the present approach

considers a simulation based upon solution of the Navier-Stokes equations.

When combined with a suitable turbulence model, these equations represent the

actual flow physics. Although two-dimensional and turbulence model

assumptions, along with grid resolution questions, still must be addressed, the

present Navier-Stokes approach represents an initiation of a basic study of

this very complex problem. Whereas actuator disk type approaches (e.g., Refs.

1-8) require cascade turning and loss correlations as a function of flow

conditions, the present approach models these properties via a solution of the

governing partial differential equations. In this manner, the present

Navier-Stokes approach has the potential for assessing the effect of geometric

and flow condition details. Although the vortex method approach of Refs. 14

and 15 does not require cascade loss and turning data, it also has

limitations. As applied in Refs. 14 and 15, in the absence of separation the

vortex sheet representing viscous effects is confined to an infinitesimal sheet

at the wall; vortices are only allowed to enter the passage flow downstream of

separation. In many cases of practical interest much, if not all, of the

cascade passage contains viscous effects and therefore, vorticity is contained

throughout the passage flow field. Furthermore, it Is not clear how to extend

the vortex method to turbulent flow without having shed vortices represent the

entire length scale of turbulence, thus forming a 'two-dimensional direct

simulation'. Finally, it is not clear how to extend the vortex method to three

dimensions. The Navier-Stokes approach can include inlet distortion and large

amplitude disturbance effects and has the potential for exteinsion to three

dimensions. Clearly, the Navier-Stokes approach has ;onsilrahie potential

advintage over ,nore ipproximate ipproachts.



The work presented herein represents a first application of the

Navier-Scokes equations to the rotating stall problem. Details of the

equations, analysis, numerical method, grid and results are given in the

following sections.

ANALYSIS

General

The analysis used in the present effort is based upon a solution of the

unsteady Navier-Stokes equations in conjunction with an appropriate turbulence

model. The basic code has been used for a variety of applications such as

cascade flow simulation (e.g., Refs. 18-21). The code solves the full ensemble

averaged Navier-Stokes equations with high near wall resolution; fypically the

first grid point off a solid surface is placed within the viscous sublayer.

Versions of the code are available both for two- and three-dimensional flows.

When steady solutions are sought, the procedure utilizes a matrix

preconditioning technique to accelerate convergence to steady state (e.g.,

Refs. 22 and 23). Use of this technique has allowed convergence to be obtained

for engineering purposes within eighty to two hundred time steps, depending P

upon flow configuration and conditions. For unsteady flows the time step must

resolve the transients of interest. As will be discussed, the code was

vectorized for efficient CRAY operation under the present contract effort.

Two-dimensional cascade flows in which a mixing length model is used and a

constant total temperature assumption is invoked require approximately 0.4

seconds of CRAY CPU time per time step for a grid of 3500 points. Details of

the equations, analysis, boundary conditions, etc., follow.

Governing Equations

The equations used are the ensembl,-averaged, time-dependent Navier-Stokes

equations which can be written in vector form as %

+q

i2 + V-IJ (1)

22-+ V r(UI) -VP V.( +T) (2)
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+ V'(pih) - + DP + * + PC (3)
3 t Dt

where p is density, is velocity, P is pressure, w is the molecular stress

tensor, WT is the turbulent stress tensor, h is enthalpy, 4 is the mean heat

flux vector, r is the turbulent heat flux vector, 0 is the mean flow

dissipation rate and c is the turbulence energy dissipation rate. If the flow

is assumed as having a constant total temperature, the energy equation is

replaced by
ppm

2

Tt = T + q - constant (4)
2Cp

where Tt is the stagnation temperature, q is the magnitude of the velocity

and Cp is the specific heat at constant pressure. In most cases considered

in this work, the total temperature has been assumed constant. This assumption

was made to reduce computer run time when the constant Tt assumption was %

warranted. A number of terms appearing in Equations (1-3) require definition.

The stress tensor appearing in Equation (2) is defined as

2 I

= 2 D - (T I - KB)VU5

where KB is the bulk viscosity coefficient, I is the identity tensor and D is

the deformation tensor, defined by IP

=- ((vl*) + (VU)T) (6)

2

In addition, the turbulont ;tress tensor has eoon i,dolo.d ts'ing an

isotropic eddy viscosity such that

tT (1)oi = - u' ' =  D° T - ( T ' )  (7)..'

3
'p
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where U1T, the turbulent viscosity, is determined by a suitable turbulence

model. Turbulence modeling is described in the next section.

Equation (3) contains a mean heat flux vector defined as follows:

-,cVT(8)

and a turbulent heat flux vector defined as

Tf= i.CTVT (9)

where K and KT are the mean and turbulent thermal conductivities,

respectively.

Also appearing in Equation (3) is the mean flow dissipation term 0.

0 = M (2 U - KB )(V_6) 2  (10)
3

The equation of state for a perfect gas

P = pRT (11)

where R is the specific gas constant, the caloric equation of state

e CvT (12)

and the definition of static enthalpy

h =CpT (13)

tipplement the equations of motion.

Numerical Method

In regard to the numerical method, the basic rethod kied is that of Bri ev

Amnd 'i(cfonald (Ref,;. 24-26) which is a Linearized Block Implicit ADI procedure.

s met ho has, hoon the focus of considerable tntensiv, im 1rovment over the

I ,# .
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last several years. Since its original introduction, the method has been

generalized so as to apply in an effective and robust manner to highly

stretched grids, as well as to grids having regions of significant nonorthogon-

ality. Particular attention has been placed upon convergence acceleration with

highly stretched grids, as well as to matrix preconditioning for low Mach

numbers. In addition, considerable effort has focused upon CRAY vectorization.

The method can be outlined as follows: the governing equations are

replaced by an implicit time difference approximation, optionally a backward

difference or Crank-Nicolson scheme. Terms involving nonlinearities at the

implicit time level are linearized by Taylor series expansion about the
h.

solution at the known time level, and spatial difference approximations are

introduced. The result is a system of multidimensional coupled (but linear)

difference equations for the dependent variables at the unknown or implicit

time level. To solve these difference equations, the Douglas-Gunn procedure %

for generating alternating-direction implicit (ADI) splitting schemes as
perturbations of fundamental implicit difference schemes is introduced in its

natural extension to systems of partial differential equations. This ADI

splitting technique leads to systems of coupled linear difference equations

having narrow block-banded matrix structures which can be solved efficiently by

standard block-elimination methods.

The method centers around the use of a formal linearization technique

adapted for the integration of initial-value problems. The linearization

technique, which requires an implicit solution procedure, permits the solution

of coupled nonlinear equations in one space dimension (to the requisite degree

of accuracy) by a one-step noniterative scheme. Since no iteration is required

to compute the solution for a single time step, ari since only moderate effort

is required for solution of the implicit difference equations, the method is

computqtionally efficient; this efficiency is retained for multidimensional

problems by using ADT matrix splitting techniques. The method is also

economical in terms of computer storage, in its present form requiring only two

time levels of storag'e for each dependent variable. Furthermore, the spllttin

technique reduce,, multidimensional problems to sequences of calculations which

are one-dimensional in the sense that easily-solved narrow block-banded

matrices associated with one-dimensional rows of grid points are produced.

Consequently, only these one-dimensional problems reqtilre ripid access storage

it any pi.ven stave of the solit ion procedure, and th, rrn.tii in,, flow variables

'
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can be saved on auxiliary storage devices if desired. Since each one-

dimensional split of the matrix produces a consistent approximation to the

original system of partial differential equations, the scheme is termed a

consistently split linearized block implicit scheme. Consistent splitting has

been shown by a number of authors to considerably simplify the application of

the intermediate split boundary conditions. Further details of the procedure

are given in Refs. 24-26.

Boundary Conditions

Boundary conditions play a major role in obtaining accurate solutions and
rapid numerical convergence. The boundary conditions used are based upon the ,

suggestion of Briley and McDonald (Ref. 27). For situations having a subsonic

inflow such as those considered in the current effort, total pressure, total

temperature and flow angle are specified on the upstream boundary as boundary

conditions. Since a fourth numerical condition is required, the second

derivative of pressure is usually set to zero. For subsonic outflow

conditions, static pressure is set as a boundary condition and second .

derivatives of temperature and velocity components are set to zero. The

periodic boundaries are treated implicitly, i.e., the values of corresponding
L

grid points on the boundaries are set to be equal during the solution process.

At solid boundaries, i.e., the blade surface, no slip conditions are enforced

and the blade wall temperature is specified. It should be noted that the

present approach utilizes very high grid resolution near the blade surface to

allow adequate specification of this important region. In general, at least

one grid point falls within the viscous sublayer, y+<10. This allows rigorous

specification of no slip conditions without resorting to wall function

formulations. Although wall function formulations may be viable in some cases,

such as attached, two-dimensional flow, their application to three-dimensional,

unsteady and/or separated flows is much more questionable. As a final wall

condition, the normal pressure gradient is set to zero. Both the upstream and

downstream boundaries have boundary conditions associated with them which are

nonlinear functions of the dependent variables. These are the specification of

total pressure on the upstream boundary and static pressure on the downstream

boundary. These nonl inear boundary conditions are linearized in the same

manner t; the goverin, equations (via a Taylor expansion of the dependent

-, I V"
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variables in time), and then solved implicitly along with the interior point

equations.

Dependent Variables and Coordinate Transformation

The governing equations, Equations (1-3), are written in general vector

form and prior to their application to specific problems it is necessary to

decide upon both a set of dependent variables and a proper coordinate

transformation. The specific scalar momentum equations solved are the x and z

Cartesian momentum equations. The dependent variables chosen are the physical

Cartesian velocities, u, w and the density p. If the energy equation is solved,

enthalpy is added to the set of dependent variables.

The equations are then transformed to a general coordinate system in which

the general coordinates, yJ, are related to the Cartesian coordinates xj, x2

and x3 by

yJ = yJ(xl, x 2 , x 3 , t); j ' 1, 2, 3 (14)

T t

As implied by Equation (14), the general coordinate yJ may be a function

of both the Cartesian coordinates and time. The governing equations can be

expressed in terms of the new independent variables yJ as

I.-+ Fi + x +

W W nw F 3H

3t)W + -- + -- (15)

7 R + n ___V + z + at
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through a straightforward application of chain rule differention. In Equation -U

(15) -"

I 1 2 y!

and

W=( pu ), F =( 2+p ),
Pw uw ,

Puw 0 0

II = ( pw ) , F 1  = ( xx ) , H = ( Txz ) (16)

pw2+p Z Tzz

Notice that the metric coefficients (En)X1 appear outside the A

derivatives. Experience of Ref. 19 shows the results obtained via the

so-called 'semi-strong' conservation form given above are less sensitive to the

method used to evaluate the metric coefficients than are results obtained via

the so-called 'strong' conservation form, since less differentiation of the

metric occurs with the semi-strong form. Both forms can return uniform flow in

a nonuniform mesh, but to achieve this the strong form requires that a further

'conservation' condition on the metric coefficients be satisfied. In the

current applications, the computational coordinates, , , are independent of

time.

Turbulence Models

As discussed in the Background section, turbulence modeling for complex

flows still remains an important issue. Alth u:h versions of the existing SRA
*Navier-Stokes code contain both mi:<ing length and two equation turbulence

models, the present effort used a simple mi:<in-7 length model. The model was

divided into wall and wake regions. In both rei ions the turbulent viscosity

,,Was related to th,, mean flow field via

* .*."*. % , .' -%'€,", "... . . %*.*. " .**-,,. V %"',_% .%% '. .'. " . ',,* 5
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= 2 ( + (17)Pxj axi axj

where UT is the turbulent viscosity, p is the density, X is the mixing

length, ui is the ith velocity component and xi is the ith Cartesian

direction. Summation is implied for the repeated indices. The question now

arises as to specification of Z. For the region upstream of the trailing edge,

the mixing length is specified in the usual boundary layer manner; i.e.,

Z = K (1-e 1< (18)Z - max

where K is the von Karman constant and z+ is the dimensionless normal

coordinate, zuT/V. In boundary layer analysis, Zmax is usually taken as

0.096 where 6 is the boundary layer thickness taken as the location where

u/ue = 0.99. However, this definition of 6 assumes the existence of an outer

flow where the velocity ue is independent of distance from the wall at a

given streamwise station, i.e., it assumes ue is only a function of the

streamwise coordinate. Although a boundary layer calculation will yield

solutions in which u approaches ue asymptotically at distances far from the

solid no-slip surface, Navier-Stokes solutions for cascade flow fields do not

in general predict a region where u asymptotes to a constant value.

Furthermore, measurements of the flow also show no such region to exist in

general. Obviously, a proper choice of 6 for the Navier-Stokes cascade

analysis is not straightforward. The present formulation is based upon

previous efforts at SRA which have given good results for boundary layer

velocity profiles and skin friction coefficient for a variety of

configurations. This formulation sets the boundary layer thickness by first

determining %ax, the maximun streamwise velocity at a given station and then

setting 6 via

6 =2.0Z k) (q 1)

i.e., 6 was taken as twice the distance for whioh uU11rax k 1 where k 1 was

taken as 0.90.

-1 -
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The region downstream of the blade trailing edge follows the model of Rudy

and Bushnell (Ref. 28). In brief, this approach calculates two mixing lengths;

one of which is appropriate for the far wake and one of which is appropriate

for the near wake. At each station both are calculated and the minimum of the

two values used. Results shown in Ref. 28 as well as unpublished results

obtained at SRA indicate this is a viable engineering approach for a variety of

cases considered to date.

Obviously, the use of a mixing length is not appropriate for the fully

developed rotating stall simulation. However, it is a reasonable approach

prior to formation of the major fully developed stall cell.

Numerical Dissipation

The final item to be considered is numerical or artificial dissipation.

To the authors' best knowledge, all Navier-Stokes numerical analyses which are

applied'to the high Reynolds number problems typical of turbomachinery

application require some artificial dissipation to suppress nonphysical spatial

oscillations. Such artificial dissipation could t2 added via the spatial

differencing formulation (e.g., one-sided difference approximations for first

derivatives) or by explicitly adding an additional dissipative type term. The

present authors favor the latter approach since, when an additional term is

explicitly added, the physical approximation being made is usually clearer than

when dissipative mechanisms are contained within numerical truncation errors,

and further, explicit addition of an artificial dissipation term allows greater

control over the amount of nonphysical dissipation being added. Obviously, the

most desirable technique would add only enough dissipative mechanisms to

suppress oscillations without deteriorating solution accuracy.

The approach used in the present effort is based upon use of a second

order anisotropic artificial dissipation term. This approach has given

quantitatively accurate predictions for a series of cascade and isolated

airfoil calculations for surface pressure, boundary layer velocity profile,

surface heat transfer, etc. (e.g., Refs. 19, 20, as well as yet unpublished SRA

comparisons).

-1 %
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In this formulation, the terms

n-I a2d n-l a2
p d - p d

x x z- z

are added to the governing equations where * = u, v and p for the x-momentum,

z-momentum and continuity equations, respectively. The exponent, n, is zero

for the continuity equation and unity for the momenta equations. The

dissipation coefficient, dx, is determined as follows. The general equation

has an x-direction convective term of the form a3a/ax and an x-direction

diffusion term of the form a(bao/ax)/ax. The diffusive term is expanded

a(b=ax)/3x - ba2/ax2 + ab/3x /ax (20)

and then a local cell Reynolds number ReAx is defined for the x-direction by

Re I a - ;b/3x1 Ax/b (21)
Ax

where b is the total or effective viscosity, including both laminar and

turbulent contributions, and Ax is the grid spacing. The dissipation

coefficient, dX, is nonnegative and is chosen as the larger of zero and the

local quantity e (a xReAx - 1). The dissipation parameter, ox is a specified

constant and represents the inverse of the cell Reynolds number below which no

artificial dissipation is added. The dissipation coefficient, dz, is

evaluated in an analogous manner and is based on the local cell Reynolds number

ReAz, grid spacing Az for the z-direction, and the specified parameter o z .

It should be noted that calculations have been run with artificial dissipation

added in the conservative form 2(pn-ldx 30/3x)/2x, and no significant

difference between the forms was noted.

In regard to the choice of constants a, and Oz, a variety of parametric

studies have indicated that once o× and 0? are set to values between 0.1

and 0.05, a further decrease does not significantly affect the results. As

will be discussed, most calculations were run with the constants o, a in

this range. However, in the compressor cascade chosen, a higher value was

required in the immediate vicinity of the leading edge stagnation point; i.e.,

x/c ( 0.02. A variety of computations performed at SRA in Refs. 19-21, as well

1 , -"
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as unpublished results under Navy contract N00014-85-C-0499 show this choice to

give results which compare very well with experimental data even in the leading

edge stagnation region.

CODE VECTORIZATION AND MODIFICATION

A major task under this contract effort was vectorization and modification

of the single passage cascade Navier-Stokes code. The basic code used was

originally developed as a research code with the major concern on code

flexibility and generality (Ref. 29). The code was rewritten for specific

application to the cascade problem but without vectorization (Ref. 30). The

revised code still retained considerable generality as a cascade c.Pde and the

run time for a grid of 3500 points was reduced from approximately 20 CRAY-i CPU

seconds per time step to 5 CRAY-I CPU seconds per time step. The present

effort envisioned a series of unsteady, multiple passage simulations. Since

the calculations required temporal accuracy, the matrix preconditioning

techniques of Refs. 22 and 23 could not be used. Therefore, in order to

utilize computer time efficiently, the first step in the present program was to

extend the code to allow a multiple passage capability and vectorize the

revised code for efficient CRAY operation. In addition, an axial velocity

density ratio (AVDR) was incorporated into the code to include converged

endwall effects on the stream surface being analyzed. These items are now

outlined in brief.

Multiple Passage Capabilty

Prior to the present effort, the cascade code had been restricted to a

single passage configuration, such as that shown in Fig. i. Figure I shows a

'C-grid' although both 'C-grid' and 'H-grid' capabilities are currently

available. As shown in Fig. I, the grid consists of two sets of lines; the

first being pseudo-azimuthal lines such as JLK and the second being

pseudo-radial lines such as FG. A description of the grid generation procedurt,

is gliven in Ref. 19. It should be noted that for purpose, of clarity, not all

points have been included in this figure.

Under the present effort the code was first extended 1) allow calculation

for multiple passage configurations, such as that shown in ig. 2. 'n this-17-
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case the periodicity condition is imposed on line segments AGB and DE. The

passages need not have identical flow fields. However, if initial conditions

and boundary conditions for each passage are set to be identical, an

identically periodic flow field should emerge.

A calculation demonstrating the multiple passage capability is presented

in Fig. 3. This calculation represents a converged solution for the subsonic

compressor cascade of Hobbs, Wagner, Dannenhoffer and Dring (Ref. 31); this

case was used as a base case in Refs. 19 and 30, where it was shown that the

surface pressure calculation by the SRA Navier-Stckes code was in good

agreement wih experimental data. Figure 3a shows the grids used. In brief,

the grid is a 'C' type grid for each passage. A total number of 3390 grid

points were used for each passage with a highly stretched grid having very

strong resolution both near the blade and in the vicinity of the blade leading

edge. For example, the first point off the surface is a distance of 0.8 x 10-

chords from the surface, and in the leading edge region grid points along the

blade are spaced at a distance of 0.0023 chords apart.

The calculation was run as a low Mach number calculation at Reynolds

number based upon chord of approximately 0.6 x 105. The flow field contours

are plotted in Figs. 3b-3d. As can be seen, the flow is identical from passage

to passage and, although not shown, is also identical to the single passage

calculation within truncation error. The pressure coefficient at the leading

edge stagnation point, Is calculated to be 1.01, which gives a pressure at the

stagnation point very close to the freestream stagnation pressure. The surface

pressure distribution corresponds to that of Ref. 19, which is in good

agreement with data. The velocity vector plot is given in Fig. 3e. These

results demonstrate the developed multiple passage capability as the computed

flow fields were Identical from passage to passage. As will be shown later,

passage-to-pissage identical flows have been obtained f.r up to five pasages.

Code Vectorization

As previously discussed, .3 qiini ficant portion of the present effort

consisted of restriictuirin g ani recoding the e.isting SRA Navler-Stokes compoiter

code for effective operi on on the CRAY f:ini l of conput ,rs. The code

* vectorizaition cnitdof svrllincjot pairts. il~. l DOU loops

throu!holut the' ce '4e rrodei eO f)r eftlectiv," Vrtorlz H ion; i often
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was restructured so that in each ADI sweep, the coefficients for the linear

equations, which represented the governing equations, were computed in a vector

manner. In other words, the coefficients for multiple lines were computed

simultaneously. Finally, vectorized matrix inverters which could solve a set

of multiple lines simultaneously were developed. As a result of vectorization,

run time was reduced by approximately a factor of ten. The multiple passage ?

capability of the vectorized code has been validated by computing the flow

A computer sketch of the grid for a five passage configuration is given in

Fig. 4. In order to demonstrate the passage-to-passage repeatability, two

five-passage calculations were carried out. In one case, the flow condition

was the design condition (i.e., inflow angle = 38.00) while in the- other case,

the flow condition was severely off-design (i.e., inflow angle = 57.7°). The

grid geometry for five-passage cascade is shown in Fig. 4. The grid geometry "

and upstream and downstream boundary conditions for all passages are identical

to one-another. The u-velocity contours and w-velocity contours for design

flow conditions and severely off-design flow conditions are shown in Figs. 5
and 6, respectively. The contour plots for both conditions illustrate

identical flow characteristics from passage to passage, indicating the effects

of computational error to be insignificant. The u-w vector plot of the

off-design calculation case is shown in Fig. 6c.

r,%

AVDR Effects

The present analysis considers a two-dimensional flow field which

essentially consists of flow in an assumed stream surface extending between two

or more blades. In general, three-dimensional effects are present and one

method which includes one of the important three-dimensional effects occurring

In cascades or blade rows is based upon the axial velocity density ratio (AVDR)

concept. A description of this approach is well a- derivation of the basic

equatinn is given in Ref. 32. In brief, this technique includes the effect of

flow arcel orat ion or ,ecel erat ion through the paiis;ige dIue to endwall.

contraction or expainsion and endwill boundary laver lirrowth hv adding a term of
the form 222 to the contfnii tv equat ion, where h represe ,nt s the thickness of

s,
,  , eip' .n rfa,-' ti lir con, itrit ion. I ' ;ar i':ia rinetrl i trosi r.m surface is
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pu dbr
considered, the added term has the form y- -.-- , where r is the radial location

of the stream surface. In addition, terms corresponding to components of e

centrifugal and Coriolis accelerations in the stream surface can be included.

As discussed in Ref. 32, this additional term in the continuity equation leads

to additional terms in the momenta and energy equations when they are written

in conservation form. The existing code now allow3 specification of a stream

sheet thickness, b, as a function of axial location to include this effect.

The effects of the addition of the Axial Velocity Density Ratio (AVDR)

terms to the code are shown in Figs. 7-8. Pressure coefficient (Cp) against

axial distance from leading edge for design calculations with AVDR terms and

without AVDR terms is shown in Fig. 7 for the Stephens-Hobbs on design H-grid

calculation. As the axial velocity density ratio is raised, the contraction

effects of thickening -4e-wall boundary layers are manifested as a gradual

decrease in suction surface pressure. The pressure rise attained at the

trailing edge by the diffusing suction surface flow governs the pressure levels

on the pressure surface, which tends to fall uniformly with increase in axial

velocity density ratio. Comparison of the averaged mass flux for two steady

state calculations, one with AVDR terms and the other one without AVDR terms,

along a single-passage cascade is shown in Fig. 8. In the axial direction

regions where db/dx = 0 (i.e., entrance and discharge regions), the averaged

mass flux was constant. For the case where AVDR terms were set to zero within

the passage, mass flux varied within the passage due to blockage effect of the

blades. However, upstream and downstream of the blades mass flux was constant

with the upstream and downstream values being equel. For the case where AVDR

terms were non-zero, these terms were still set to zero both upstream and ,%

downstream of the passage but were non-zero within the passage. In this ease,

the mass flux upstream of the passage differed from that downstream.

In viewint- the computed surface pressure distribution, the distribution is

very similar to that obtained with the 'C-grid' and which compared favorably

with data (Ref. 19). A major difference occurs in the immediate vicinity of

the leading edge, where the stagTntion computed with the 'H-grid' is

approximately 1.21; this is considerably higher than the expected value of 1.04

based upon the inflow 'ach number of 0.4. In this regard, it should be noted
1 2 .P ,

that the pressure coefficient C , is defined as (p-p-)/ 0o- Although

thiq unrealisticallv high value of ;tagnation point pressure coefficient is

'. finvd to the imme,ii3t vicini v of the loading ed,,o s'i .nat i n p i-at ani
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drops very rapidly as one proceeds away from the stagnation point, this has

been characteristic of the present experience with the 'H-grid' calculations.

Previous experience with 'C-grids' indicates very close agreement between

computed stagnation point pressure and that expected from inviscid

considerations.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Results obtained under the present effort fall into three categories.

These are (i) general results obtained during the course of deck development,

modification, etc., (ii) inlet distortion, and (iii) the rotating stall study.

In regard to the first of these, several cases have been discussed previously.

These include thp multiple passage capability (Figs. 3-6) and the AVDR

capability (Figs. 7 and 8). In addition, a series of calculations were

performed to demonstrate calculations including the energy equation and

comparison between 'H'-grid and 'C'-grid results. The energy equation showed

expected temperature contours in the flow field and inclusion of wall heat

transfer did not show any significant effect on the wall pressure

distribution. The cases considered were purely demonstration cases and

therefore are not presented here. However, a comparison with data for the C3X

turbine cascade is given in Ref. 20.

INLET DISTORTION RESULTS

* Inlet distortion calculations were performed in the cirrent program for

two reasons. First of all, inlet distortion and its effect upon cascade

performance is a subject of interest in its own right. Although most cascade

anilvses have assumel flow to be periodic on a passage-to-passage basis and
also assume uniform inflow conditions, this is clearly not the case often found

in practice. In practical situations, upstream obstructions such as struts,

upstream flow nonunformities, downstream pressure nonuni formities, etc.,

clearly provide nonuniform inflow condition and negate single passage

periodicity. Therefore, the inlet distortion problem is one of considerable

fnterest which has received rolatively little attention to date. A second

reason for investigating the inlet distortion problem under the current effort

is to consider a possib1 e mchans,;in for introdiwivn, ;i dis! irbance to initiate

"I -R6
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rotating stall and to assess relevant time scales. As will be discussed, both

steady and unsteady inlet distortion flows were considered under the present

study.

A sample inlet distortion calculation was performed for a two passage

Stephens/Hobbs configuration in which the undistorted flow was at design,

a, = 380. To demonstrate the inlet distortion capability, a total pressure

deficit of one-half the inlet head was introduced on the inflow boundary of the

upper passage while the inflow condition on the inlet boundary of the lower

passage was kept uniform. The effects of this inlet total pressure distortion

are illustrated in Fig. 9, which shows the distribution of the total pressure

coefficient contours for the flows with and without inlet distortion. The

effects of the inlet total pressure distortion on the blade surface pressure

distribution are illustrated in Figs. 10a and 10b. As can be seen, although no

distortion has been imposed along the inlet of the first passage, both blades

are affected. Further indications of the effects of the inlet distortion on

the passage flows are given in Figs. hla-c, which are the contours of the

static pressure coefficient, the u-velocity component and the w-velocity

component. It appears that the transverse (i.e., w) velocity component is

least sensitive to the total pressure distortion.

The previous case concerned inlet distortion applied to a design case

condition. The next case considered was the off-design case, again with a

time-independent inlet distortion. In this case, a stationary inlet distortion
.0

was introduced in terms of a combination of total pressure and flow angle along

the inlet section. Figure 12 is a schematic of the imposed distortions in

inflow angle and total pressure. This distortion covers a circumferential

length of two and one-half passages. The inlet distortion calculation was

initiated from an asymptotic steady state solution of a highly loaded case

without distortion ('inflow = 500 where design inflow is 38O). Under these

flow conditions, the cascade does not operate effectively and the generated

static pressure recovery is considerably less than that obtained at design.

Then, the distortion was imposed and the calculation proceeded until a new

steady-state was reached. The effects of the inlet distortion on the blade

surf ice pressure distribution are ii lnustratod in Fig. 13. It can he seen that,

iltho,,'h the inlet distortion ,,;a- ipplie to on!%' ne-half of the total inlet

4ircut-forential lenrlh, the sirfao oress,,- f all the h'a des is affected. It
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passages four and five, which are the locations to which the upstream

distortion is convected by the mean flow, as shown in Fig. 14. This is more

clearly shown in the velocity plots of Figs. 15a-15c. For the purpose of

comparison, both the no-distortion and with-distortion cases are given in

Figs. 15a-15c. These figures indicate that the most salient feature of the

distorted flow field is the appearance of larger separation zones on the

suction sides of the trailing edges of all blades. The separation bubbles in

passages two and three are relatively larger, covering approximately 50 percent

of the chord and elongating into the wake.

The final inlet distortion case focused upon unsteady response of a

cascade subject to change in inflow conditions. A single passage cascade

subject to a total pressure distortion on its inlet boundary was used for this

test case. The initial condition for the single passage case is shown in Fig.

16b. This is the steady-state solution of a single-passage cascade subject to

an inlet distortion. Subsequently, this upstream disturbance is removed over a

short period of time and the relaxation of the flow is followed up to t = 7.2.

* For purposes of comparison, the eventual steady-state is also given in Fig.

16a. The relaxation process of the reversed flow zone is illustrated by the

time history of the contours of axial velocity (Fig. 17), circumferential

velocity (Figs. 18 and 19), velocity vector field (Figs. 20 and 21) and

pressure coefficients on the blade surface (Figs. 22a and 22b). From these

figures, it can be seen that following the removal of the inlet distortion, the

large separation region on the suction side is shrinking (t = 1.4, 3.2),

subsequently, the flow becomes essentially attached to the blade, however, a

zone of reversed flow appears in the near wake region (t = 4.0) and eventually

disappears (t = 4.8, 7.2). It can be seen from Fig. 21 that the revolving

sense of the apparent vortex for t = 3.2 (separation zone on suction surface)

is opposite to that of the vortex for t = 4.0 (reversed-flow zone in near

Jake). Based on this investigation, the relaxation time is estimated to be at

7tast 7 dimensionless time units (the axial chord length is I and the inflow

ixial velocity is 1), which should give an estimate of the time required for a

passage to recover to full flow after the rotating stall cell has passed.

ROTATING STALL RESULTS

The major focus of the present program is the application of the

,.*ior-Stnkes anlalvsis to the rotating stall problem. A ha,' ben discussed u in
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the previous sections, conclderable effort was required prior to addressing the

rotating stall problem. This preliminary effort consisted of code

vectorization, extension to ultipLe passages, inlet distortion and inlet

relaxation time. The present report section details the application of the

Navier-Stokes analysis to the rotating stall problem.

In applying the Navier--Stokes equations to the rotating stall problem, it

is necessary to decide whether to use the energy equation, Eq. (3), or to make a

constant total temperature assxumption. Although including an energy equation

does relieve an approximation, it also considerably increases computer run time,

perhaps by an additional fifty percent. When written in terms of total

temperature, the en~ergy equation becomes

DCpT 0
- 3p aTijui 3 (ka T r.. .. . + + . .

Dt at xj X axi (22)

Considering the term for the time derivative of pressure, Briley, McDonald and

Shamroth (Ref. 23) have shown that when appropriately nondimensionalized, the
2

term hasz the form 1f- ) ac p/at where Mr is an appropriate
^ r

reference Mach uomnher and Cp is a pressure coefficient. For the relatively

low Mach flows where the time rate of change pressure is small, as is true in

the cases of rotating stall initiation considered here, the total temperature

approximation should still he reasonable and it is used here to conserve

computer time. llowe.vei , the option to solve for the energy equation Is included

in the code and car, he hIvoked. It is espected that for calculations which lead

to stronger st at I, the constant total temperature asumpt ion may become

Inappropriat e and an energy couse rvati on equation would need to be included.

The rotating stall prclem is a very complex one; most previous efforts

have app roached the prob In i ,,- Ii nria zed invisc id equa t ions with the blade row

represented by an ac tiitor disc (e.g., Refa. 1-8), approaches based upon

component mode I Ig (.., Ref s. 9-13) and approaches based upon vortex method

simullation (Refs. I and 15). The present approach Is based upon a

Navier--Stokes atari? tion. Advinlares and limitat ions of the present approach

have b en discussed in the Background section and will not be repeated here.

The caso cronsr,.t is that of ],mdw t,, Nenni and Arendt (Ref. 33) which is

stator set .o. I fr i , A-79 jet enfIno. lle coordinate for the midepan

q:eomet ry was f it ,I'i by .T cvli h ;art '1. SlI of Gdneru ,I t io Company
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(Ref. 34). Prior to considering a multipassage calculation, a series of

calculatio,s were performed with a single passage configuration. The stagger

angle was 400 and solidity was 0.85. The grid used in both the single and

multiple passage configuration is shown in Fig. 23.

In regard to the type of grid to be used, previous results have been

obtained with both a C grid and an H grid. The advantage of an H grid is that

it allows the upstream grid boundary to be placed at an arbitrary distance

upstream of the cascade entrance plane. In contrast, as the upstream boundary

of the C grid is moved further from the entrance plane, the grid becomes

increasingly non-orthogonal, thus effectively limiting placement of the

Upstream boundary. Allowing the boundary to be placed far upstream allows the

flow upstream of the cascade entrance plane to react to individual separated

passages. The disadvantage of the H grid is the rapidly changing coordinate

metric coefficients in the blade leading edge region and the metric singularity

at the leading edge branch point. These may affect both numerical stability

and accuracy. Since the rotating stall study is a study of an instability

leading to a propagating stall cell, the decision was made to utilize a C grid

but to place the inflow boundary as far upstream as possible without having the

grid become unacceptably non-orthogonal.

The grid contains 149 pseudo radial lines and 35 pseudo azimuthal lines,

giving a total nunber of 5215 grid points per passage. As can be seen, very

high resnoltion in the pseudo-radial direction is obtained in the vicinity of

the blade, with the first point from the blade being approximately 0.IX10
- 3

chords fron the blade. High streamwise resolution is found in the leading and
trailinp, edge regions.

Tn order to qualitatively assess the performance of the numerical

siculation, five different cases were carried out for a single passage flow:

(1) ' 57', (2) al =  58.50, (3) cc, 59', (4) al = 600, and (5) al = 610,

whe re %I i., !ti infl ow angle at the inflow boudary. The relationship between

r
I and. ti rot ing stal1 inceptti0n bnindarv i, illustrated in Fig. 24, which

1,; f r r n the C.M,SFPAN rFpor! (AFAP,-TR-73--5). The paraie tric locations of

Ciinla, , . ra'.,, ate ! , in it in this fiviro. The coal of the current

siatilat iou; is to) ti e qllh it;ativ( cons;li tencv hetw,,,-n the o-Kperimejltal

ren;ul t; nl l.. u r ric- l r, l lnsofir a-s the inception of iunsteaidv stall is

. -u r. ,. .wi 1 1 r-. ' rited in the fol lowing r,,sut , althelgh nl a

n , po I i , , , i ,r , i-I -is i t i r I' l by t h-o n ine r i:

I :. .a%

", fl. 1
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For cases (l)-(4), the numerical simulations all reach asymptotic steady
state. The surface pressure distribution, the contours of axial velocity and

the contours of transverse velocity are shown in Figs. 25-27, respectively. It

should he noted that the present calculations were run at a low subsonic Mach

number, M = 0.4, to allow transient accuracy without unrealistically limiting

the allowable time step. For M = 0.4, the stagnation point Cp, which is

defined as (P STAG - P_)/(1/2.p.q 2 ) should be approximately 1.045. The

computed Cp is slightly above this value. As the inflow angle increases, a

small recirculation region starts to develop on the suction side of the

trailing edge. The recirculation zone is indicated by the zero-value contour

line (a solid line) in Figs. 26 and 27. The scale of the wake also increases

with increasing inflow. Although cases ()-(4) clearly converge to a steady

state solution, in case 5, a, = 61', the numerical simulation does not lead to

an asymptotic steady state, in fact, the monitored flow quantities exhibit

significant unsteadiness. Fig. 28 shows the surface pressure distribution at

various times over a non-dimensional time span of 18.35. The time station at

t = 0 is arbitrarily chosen. It should be noted, by comparing Fig. 28

610) and Fig. 25d (a, = 600), that the lift at a, = 61' is smaller than

the lift at a, = 600. A clear indication of the existence of the unsteady flow

at a, = 610 is given in Figs. 29 and 30. Again, the recirculation regions are

indicated by zero-value contour lines in axial and transverse velocity contour

plots. At t = 0 there is a large separation zone attached to the suction side

of the trailing edge region. Subsequently, it breaks away from the trailing

edge so that a relatively smaller separation region still attaches to the

trailing edge while a recirculating zone of significant size appears in the

near wake region. The flow situation at t = 14.35 is further illustrated in

Fig. 31, which is a velocity-vector field. Three recirculation zones are

clearly discernable. This set of simulations indicaite that the inception

boundary of unstendy stall for a flow with single passage priodicity, which

may or may not )e rolated to rotatingl stall, is approximatelv at a= 60' It

is of interest to not,, that this is the approximate inflow of the rotating

stall boundary as ;,i-jo by tho experimental re ,lts. depit.1, in Fi',. 2 .

SinLe Passa_e CaIcuilat ion with In ect ion

Fri I o r oi t , ';i- -i n:<l. p .s , 1 c 1 11 A, io , tt.tent io n t" ,' ', r.,l f,

pass iu( ulcuul it$ i us ith wi' I triK-4piri!ion. I.. 1 " I " 'm t i'
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simulatIon, the Intont is to firr 11tai. fivt ' 1a . 1, - 1w in wh ea

passage contains an identical flow fieId. The inte.nt It t a-n to Irtrdree a

disturbance, local Iv create a stal led pais:ge .in then i," ',.'' t he f 1 ow

development in time. Ar: obvious ques:tion ari;o- :i terms ,1i w to introdu ce

the disturbance; three obvious pssbilit, i xis.i e i : r r pss i I ity

would introduce a disturbance in total )r,ss;u r, a d 'or d ) 'r ' Inc iden ', ,at tLhe

inflow boundary; such a calcil ation has been -,t- rated i:, the reaxat Ion

calculation previously discussed (Fis. 16-22). Tb, se rand approach would

introduce a static pressure disturbance at the outflow bouindary. The final

approach, which is the one used, would introdiuce a disturbance in the flow

field. The disturbance chosen was suction sr wall transpiration over the

aft 50 percent of the axial chord.

Prior to introducingl the disturban:ce for i ni tiple passage calculation,

the effect of a wall transpiration disturbance on a ';injle - isage flow field

was considered. Two series of time accurate utnsteady calculations were

performed for single passage cascade flows. In the first. series of

calculations, the baseline flow is the steady-state solution for inflow angle

of 57'. in the, sec-nd series of calculations, the baseinme flow is the

steady-state solat ion for inflow angle of 60'. At some instant, a disturbance

was then applied tn these baseline flows through: the specification of the wail

boundary condition 'e!I the snot ion side of the blae. Mr specifically, an

injection tow-rd tn''ngptr,',. direct n wa titr-dnoed (''vl -"U- S

Wwal (I ) i: t ! ', i1 i, ,',; o re;g ian. The spi t i :! oxt 'It )f the t:iectinn

about 5") per eat 2 th. a-xi t! ch,,rd 1engthi.

The first , '',;, ', ni:', , is that f 57' j:t w. A to dv calciit i lion wAs

obrain,{ ;at SY 7 i a : '- N 'in -- St ,:.; -,l ,r ,,' :,' ' mit:-: precond; ion! ,

techniqi' suit ible fa r si" rdv ;o .1! ion; C,. , ' . 12 a .'.1 ). The ql tit ion

was th I'll 'Ont iTII Ind I:1 r, I I '' t 4.0 '- ''r 1 -Is apn' '0

iirc ~ re' r , a '.'' 1, lt leu t,; ,' ' ' a r " '
,,  
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and t 8.0. After t = 8.0 the only significant changes occur in the wake

region where the disturbance is continuing to move downstream.

The second case considered is that of 600 inflow. In this case, the wall

jet is applied from a converged solution at t = 0.0. In contrast to the 570

case, introduction of the wall jet led to a solution which exhibited periodic

shedding and did not reach a steady state. Computed pressure distributions for

the wall jet on calculations are given in Figs. 35a - 35j. The calculation was

also run with the Jet removed at t = 24.0 and the surface pressure returned to

its original state as shown in Figs. 35h' and 351'. Velocity contours of the U

and W velocity components are presented in Figs. 36 and 37. Contours of

streamwise velocity at different times with wall jet disturbance and without

are shown in Fig. 36 a-i'. At t = 0.0 (Fig 36a) the flow is attached and there

is no reversed flow region; at t = 4.0 (Fig. 36b), after 'he disturbance has

been in effect for 4.0 non-dimensional time span, a large separation zone is

developed. The zero contour line is shown by a solid line which delineates

the reversed flow regions at t = 8.0, 12.0, 16,...36.0 (Figs. 36c-j). The

large separation zone, started at t = 4.0, split into two or more separation

zones floating into downstream. Figs. 36h'-i' show the contours after the

disturbance has been removed. It can be seen that the flow returns to its

initial flow field implying the uniqueness of the solution under the given

inflow angle of 60.0 degrees. Contours of transverse velocity for this series

of calculations are shown in Figs. 37a-i'. It should be noted that once the

wall jet problem is established the unsteadiness does not propagate upstream of

the blade (see Figs 36e-j).

Multiple Passage Calculations

The final set of calculations considered were made for a multiple passage

cofigotration. The configuration used was a five passage configuration in

whi ch each passage was that of stator No. I of Ref. 33. This stator blad wa;

),,-ot1rically identical to that of the fifth stage stator blade of a J-79

cormpressor but with size reduced by a factor of 1.67. The tests of Ref. 33

worre rain at relatively low Mach number, M. 0.075. Calculations were run at

a higher Mlach number, M_ 0.4, to avoid very small time incrementq which are

roql nirfd at lower "lach numbers due to stiffness of the equations at low ach

d '0
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numbers. At Mo , 0.4, time increments of 0.02 were taken where a unit time

increment is based upon axial chord and upstream axial velocity. In this

regard, it should be noted that typical inlet Mach number conditions for actual

operation are found in the high subsonic or low supersonic regime. Therefore,

in practice, the restriction to moderate Mach numbers or above, if reasonable

time steps are to be taken, does not represent a practical drawback. In regard

to the comparison with data in the present effort, the difference in inflow

Mach number condition should not be significant since the calculation was

performed for flow conditions where the compressibility effects were of minor

importance.

Calculations were run for a solidity of 0.85 and a stagger angle of 400

over a range of inflow angles. The experimental data for this configuration is

shown in Fig. 24. As can be seen in this figure, at 400 stagger, no stall was

observed for inflow below 58.50 and steady rotating stall was observed for

inflow above 600. In addition, at this inflow angle stall was observed to

occur experimentally in a sharp and definite manner. Calculations were

performed at various inflow angles by first obtaining a steady solution at that

inflow angle, if such a solution existed. If a time periodic solution existed,

the solution was run until a time periodic solution was obtained. In either

case, a wall jet disturbance was then introduced along the suction surface of

the second blade in the manner discussed in the single passage calculation.

Subsequently, a stall zone appeared and if the stall zone propagated, the

disturbance was removed and the evolving flow field observed. These results

were then analyzed; details of cases considered follow.

Case No. 1 - 570

The first case considered is that of 570 inflow. As can be seen in Fig.

24, no rotating stall should be observed under these conditions. The

calculation was initiated, run to steady flow and then a disturbance introduced

into the second passage. The disturbance consisted of wall blowing at a rate

of 5 percent of the upstream velocity over the aft fifty percent of the suction

surface. The steady solution prior to introduction of the disturbance is sho'n

in Fig. 38. Figure 38a gives U-velocity contours, Fig. 38b gives W-velocity

contours and Fig. 38c gives surface pressure coefficient. Identical flow was

found in each pass, e
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A jet was then introduced on the second blade suction surface and within

eight time units a new steady solution was obtained. This new flow was not

periodic on a passage-by-passage basis. Contours of the U-velocity component

and the W-velocity component are shown in Fig. 39a and 39b, respectively.

Clearly, a disturbance is present. The major disturbance is on the second

blade, however, changes are also noted on both the first and third blade flow

fields. A distinct and observable separation zone appears in the aft region of

the second blade suction surface. In addition, the leading edge regions of

both the first and third blades are affected. The effective incidence on the

first passage is decreased and that on the third is increased. This is

consistent with the usual explanation of the rotating stall process occurring

due to change in incidence of neighboring passages. This increase in incidence

of the third passage will tend to stall the third passage. This third passage

stall tends to relieve the second passage stall and, therefore, after some time

period the stall zone originally observed on the second blade will proceed to

the third blade (e.g., Ref. 1) Although this basic flow disturbance pattern is

clearly observed in Figs. 39a and 39b, no propagation was observed and a new

steady flow pattern was attained. This is consistent with the data as shown in

Fig. 24. The calculation was continued for an additional eight time units; no

significant change was noted. Surface pressures relating to the new flow state

are given in Fig. 39c.

Case No. 2 - 610

The second case considered was for an inflow of 610. Again, a five

passage configuration was used. With the exception of the flow inflow angle,

conditions were identical to that of Case No. 1. A solution without any

disturbance present is shown in Fig. 40. As in the case of the single passage

600 calculation, a separated zone was observed. It should be noted that all

passages had nearly identical flows. Since the periodicity conditions were set

at both pitchwise boundaries, since the geometry and computational grid of all

passages were identical and since inflow and outflow boundary conditions were

uniform along the entire domain, identical solutions would be expected in the

absence of roundoff error. Such a set of solutions is shown in Figs. 40a-c.

It is possible that with continuing running of the solution, roundoff error

1%-84-I
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would develop passage-to-passage differences. However, this question was not

pursued in the present study. At t - 4.0 a disturbance in terms of a 0.02

suction surface blowing was introduced on the second blade. This was

maintained until t - 8.0, when it was removed.

Table I presents the developing pattern between t - 12 and t - 36. As can

be seen, the large separation region propagates in the direction from blade 1

to blade 5. A representative flow pattern is shown in Figs. 41a and 41b. It

is clear that each passage at all times does contain separated flow and

although the region of most intense flow separation does propagate, passages do

not fully recover. This is not usually the behavior associated with rotating

stall.

Case No. 3 - 600 Inflow

Based upon the previous two cases, the third case was chosen at an

intermediate inflow angle. Clearly, 570 inflow does not lead to any propagation

whereas 610 leads to a definite propagation. However, in this latter case no

complete recovery was ever attained in any passage. Therefore, the third case

Table 1 - Blade flow properties for 610 case; X indicates large

separation zone, 0 indicates small separation zone.

BLADE NUMBER

t 1 2 3 4 5

12 0 0 0 X X

16 X 0 0 X X

20 X X 0 0 X

24 x x X 0 0

28 0 0 X X 0

32 0 0 X X 0

36 0 0 0 X X

- --- - - -- - - -
9-.
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was run at 60° inflow. At 600 inflow no significant separation zone existed

with no disturbance applied. The velocity contours for this steady undisturbed

flow are shown in Figs. 42a and 42b. The disturbance again was introduced as a

wall blowing disturbance on the suction surface of the second blade. In brief,

upon introduction of the wall disturbance a significant separation zone

appeared and in this case propagated toward blade 3. The wall disturbance was

maintained until the separation zone reached blade 3 with some effect noted on

blade 4. At that point the disturbance was removed and though some propagation

continued, the disturbance rapidly died. Contours of the flow development with

the wall disturbance on are shown in Figs. 43a and 43b. As can be seen, the

upstream incidence of blades 1, 2 and 3 are affected by the blade 2 wall

blowing disturbance, however, the stall propagation was limited. Surface

pressure plots for the five blades are shown in Fig. 43c. Furthermore, as

shown in Figs. 44a and 44b, upon removal of the disturbance the separation zone

disappears.

Case No. 4a - 60.50

The final case considered was for an inflow of 60.50. As will be

described, three separate cases were run at this inflow angle. All cases were

initiated from a solution obtained by first performing a 60.5* inflow five

passage calculation and then introducing a wall blowing effect on the aft

portion of the second passage. The flow pattern prior to the initiation of

wall blowing is shown in Figs. 45a and 45b. As can be seen, even in the

absence of any wall blowing disturbance, a small separation region is clearly

visible. In addition, the flow is essentially identical on a passage-to-

passage basis. The Case 4a calculation was then initiated by introducing a

disturbance in the second passage. The disturbance was held until t = 24 (see

Figs. 45c and 45d), when it was removed. The calculation was then allowed to

proceed. The time step taken in all runs was 0.02. The results at t = 32.0

are shown in Figs. 46c and 46d. These results show separated flow on the first

and fourth blades. As time proceeded, the pattern changed as shown in Figs.

4 6c-46p. Although the pattern did show a propagation of the separation zone(s)

from passage to passage, the propagating pattern was in continuous change.

Although the strength of the separated zone did not decrease with time a' was

the case for 60' inflow, an unchanging propagating pattern lid not emerge.
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The calculation was run for nearly two cycles. Rather than continue this case,

two other cases were run at the same flow conditions but with different initial

disturbances. This was done to ascertain the dependence of the developed flow

on the initial disturbance and in particular to try to reinforce the initial

disturbance so as to obtain a single coherent propagating pattern. One of the

cases, Case 4b, was continued for more than three cycles of propagation. These

other two cases are now described.

Case No. 4b - 60.5'

As previously discussed, Case 4a showed development of a propagating stall

region, however, an unchanging coherent pattern was not obtained. *In Case 4b,

the initial disturbance was reinforced at time t - 24.0, by removing the wall

blowing in the second passage and introducing wall blowing in the fourth

passage. The fourth passage wall blowing was maintained for 8 units of time

and then was removed at t = 32.0. The flow field at t = 24.0, which was the

last time step having second passage wall blowing, is given in Figs. 47a and

47b. At this time, passages 2 through 5 show some separation due to the

passage number 2 disturbances, whereas the effect of this disturbance is to

unload the first blade and have this passage flowing without separation.

The flow pattern at t = 32.0, which is eight time units after the jet has

-. been removed from the second blade and imposed on the fourth blade, is shown in

Figs. 47c and 47d. As can be seen, the separation zone has been strengthened

considerably and is particularly strong at the fourth passage. The disturbance

then is renoved; results at successive times are presented in Figs. 47e-47rr.

As can be seen, the separated flow region propagates from blade to blade for

approximately three complete cycles, where each cycle represents propagation

through the entire computational domain. For example, Figs. 47q and 47r

(t - 60) represent an approximate cycle of propagation past the flow

represented at Figs. 47e and 47f. It should be noted that at 60.5, Case 4b

conditions, the disturbance continues to propagate with undiminished strength.

This clearly shows a rotating stall behavior. In addition, the pattern

remained essentially identical as it propagated, in contrast to the changing

propagating patrern of Case 4 a.

To qhnw a more complete picture of the flow Pt a specific instance of

time, static presisre contours and velocity vector plots at t = 76.0 are given

-In7-
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in Figs. 47ss-47xx. The velocity component contours for this flow are given in

Figs. 47y and 47z. Figure 47ss shows the static pressure contours; the

distortion in the upper passages due to the separated zones is evident.

Distortion also appears on the inlet plane. Vector plots for each of the

blades are presented in Figs. 47tt-47xx. The larger separation zones for

blades 4 and 5 are clearly evident.

Case No. 4c - 60.50

The final case, Case 4c, was a continuation of the sensitivity of the

resulting pattern to the initial disturbance. The calculation was initiated

from the flow shown in Figs. 47a and 47b. The disturbance was then reinforced

by continuing the wall blowing on blade 2 and adding wall blowing on blades 3

and 4. The wall blowing was then removed and the resulting flow field showed a

propagation disturbance field. The results were very similar to those of Case

No. 4b with the same flow patterns and propagation speed, so these results will

not be repeated here. A typical flow pattern is shown in Figs. 48a and 48b.

The main conclusion is the similar pattern to Case 4b which was developed from

a very different initial disturbance.

Rotating Stall Cases - Summary

Cases 1-4 present a variety of calculations for Stator Set No. I of Ref.

33. All cases were run at 40' stagger and a solidity of 0.85 with the inflow

varied between 571 and 610. The limitations of the present two-dimensional

modeling have been addressed in the Background section. It is clear that the

prsent ta-dimensiona] approach do(s not address important three-dimensional

O!ft,,- ' ire present in fully developei stall. In addition, there are thp

usir pr , hlmc ass-oriated with turhi:l],nce models for complex flows.

";, ~r',ss, it is reasnable to e.:tn'ct thit the present approach would

.i i]at,, coniti, ns at which rotat in stall first occurs.
TI ,ss considered were at 57, 610, 600 and 60.50. As has been shown,

thes, r,-it ive v s-Mall changos in incidence showed dramatic changes in flow

),, v.'i r. Consid-rin), first the exp-*rimental ,-ita show in Fig. 24, at 400

,;' 3icPr !1. rtit in 'ta was oh;, . be low 58. 5' inflow angle and steady

,t I) t1 ; ,s.°rod ,t appr i*.t Alv 1 infl ow. Therefore, the

% '
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1P

4'
experiments show the region 57*<0 <61 ° to be a region of rapid flow behavior

change.

The results at 570 showed that introduction of a disturbance gave

Wsignificant change in the passage-to-passage flow but no propagation of the

W disturbance from passage to passage was noted. At 60* introduction of a

°% disturbance again led to a loss of passage-to-passage symmetry and development

of a flow separation region. Although the region did progress in the

passage-to-passage direction, once the disturbance was removed the flow

returned to its original state; the propagating region generated by the

disturbance was not self sustaining.

The 60.50 case showed a markedly different behavior. Introduction of the

disturbance led to a passage-to-passage asymmetry and propagation "of the

stalled region. However, in contrast to the 600 case, propagation continued

even when the disturbance was removed. Three different types of disturbance

were introduced and all showed propagation; two of the three showed the same

flow pattern as the stall region propagated through the set of blades. One of

the calculations followed the propagation over three complete cycles, during

which time the disturbance showed no significant attenuation. This would

associate 60.50 inflow with the inception of rotating stall for five passage

periodicity. This is in good agreement with the inception noted experimentally

in Fij. 24. Of course it must be noted that the present calculation assumes

five passage periodicity and the effect of this assumption must be explored,

nevertheless, the results give very good correspondence to the stall inception

dat-.

The 61' case showed all passages to be separated prior to introduction of

a disturbance. The calculation did not converge to a steady flow but showed

verte shedding from the blade trailing edge. When a disturbance was

introducod and then removed, a difference in the size of the separation zone on

a passagae-to-passage basis appeared and this pattern propagated through the

five blade cascade passage. However, all passages showed some separation at
,nil ti,e5.

In regArd to the flow physics, the calculations do show that rotating

tall can he ,nitiated by a local disturbance imposed within a single passage.

SU 1nder apprnpriate conditions, this local di-turbarne will amplify and lead to 3

separated zone that wil propagtate- through the cascade. The

' ro';'l~s she', this to occur both for a -ase where no separation is

-

J,* P . d . ad C .



present prior to the introduction of the disturbance, 60.5' inflow, and for a

case where all passages contain separated flow prior to introduction of a

disturbance, 610 inflow. The present study has not progressed far enough to

make an assessment of the effect of the type of disturbance, the size of the

separation zone prior to propagation, etc. upon the stability boundary. The

calculations do confirm the stall propagation mechanism to be a change in

effective incidence due to blockage, as it is the induced change in upstream

incidence which causes recovery of the initially stalled passage and appearance

of the stalled region in an adjacent passage. In all of the previously

discussed numerical simulations, the static pressure at the quarter-chord point

on the suction side of the blade has been stored for each time step on the five

blades. A comparison between these pressure-time records and the corresponding

flow patterns in terms of the contours of the velocity components indicates

that the blade immediately ahead of the propagating stall at first experiences

an increase in the static pressure at the suction side quarter chord point.

Subsequently, such an increased pressure is associated with the stall of this

blade. Later, when the stall region starts to shrink, the pressure in the

leading edge region also begins to decrease, until the stall region is

propagated to the next blade. A typical pressure-time variation during the

onset-development-decay cycle of the stalled region is illustrated in Fig. 49.

Since the variation of the pressure in the leading edge region is directly

related to the angle of attack, passages ahead of the propagating stall

experience an increased incidence leading them to stall, whereas passages

behind the propagating stall region experience a reduced incidence leading to

recovery from stall. Although not as clear, the increase in incidence for the

passages showing trailing edge separation can also be inferred from the u and w

velocity component contour plots. Finally, as shown in Fig. 50, the decreased

loading on blades having trailing edge separation is obvious from the surface

pressure plots. Figure 50 compares surface pressure on blades I and 3 for the

60.50 inflow case corresponding to Figs. 47g and 47h. Furthermore, the

propagation velocity appears to be approximately 0.23 times the undisturbed

upstream tangential velocity. This can be interpreted as 0.23 times the wheel

speed. In comparison with the results of the vortex method (Refs. 14 and 15),

this propagation speed seems somewhit low. For example, the vortex method

calculations of ;palart (Ref. 14) and Speza le ,t al. (Ref. 15) appeared to

give propagation speol vilues of (.3R time" !she wheel speed and between 0.28
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and 0.47 times the wheel speed, respectively. The present results are lower, .%

however, the results of Ref. 14 were for a cascade of cambered NACAO09 airfoils

and those of Ref. 15 were for cascades of cambered and uncambered NACA0012

airfoils. Mother analysis is that of Takata and Nagano (Ref. 3) which gives

propagation velocity of approximately 0.35 times the blade speed.

Experimental data for stall propagation shows a wide range of results.

For example, a compilation of early data given in Ref. 2 shows propagation

speeds between 0.3 and 0.7 of the wheel speed with a significant dependence on%

disturbance wavelength, blade row geometry, flow conditions, etc. Day and

Cumpsty (Ref. 35) took detailed flow measurements for stalled axial flow

compressors having one to four stages. For the single stage compressors

tested, the rotational speed varied between 19 percent and 66 percent

rotational speed; obviously, the ratio of propagation speed to wheel speed does

show considerable variation.

The separation zones of the present simulation are significant but do not

dominate the entire passage. Results showing velocity vector plots which

clearly delineate the separated zones have been presented on Figs. 47 tt-47xx.

Obviously, none of the passages are fully stalled under these flow conditions,

therefore, the results represent an incipient rotating stall case.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

An existing two-dimensional Navier-Stokes cascade analysis has been

rewritten for effective use on the CRAY series of computers. The resulting

vectorized code represents a very efficient cascade code which for two momenttir

and a continuity equation requires approximately 1x1O -
4 CPU seconds per grid

point per time stet. In conjunction with tle code vectorization, the code has

been extended to allow nultiplo pJssa e cal cil tIt ions without rquiring

passage-to-passage periodicity. Rather, in its present form the code allows

periodic boundary conditions to he sot for an arbitrary nunber of blade

passages. This capability allows phenonena which are not periodir on a

passage-to-passage basis, such as inlet distortion and rotating stall, to be

simulated. In addition, an 'H-grid' capability and axial velocity density

ratio (AVDR) effects were incorpor,ited into the code.

Cases were riin deonstratin p both inlet distortion and propa iating stall

capahilit.. Dorion; 9 inn IIn inlof I it,0rt ion ca,-sS w,,r made for bo th two hIade

I 12 I
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and five blade periodicity. Distortion in terms of both inflow total pressure

and inflow angle was considered. The propagating stall calculations were run

for a J-79 compressor stator set which had been the subject of extensive
experimental investigation. A stagger angle of 40* and a solidity of 0.85 was

chosen and a series of calculations run over a range of inflow angles between

570 and 610. In each case a steady solution which was blade-to-blade periodic

was obtained and a disturbance was introduced. The disturbance consisted of ar

~small amount of wall transpiration on the aft portion of the second blade

~suction surface. The results showed no propagating stall at 570. At 600

inflow a propagating stall cell could be initiated by introducing wall

transpiration on the suction surface of one of the blades. However, when this

disturbance source was removed, the propagating stall cell disappeared. When

the inflow angle was increased to 60.50, the disturbance initiated a

propagating stall pattern which continued even after the disturbance was

removed. The zone propagation continued for three complete cycles without any

significant decrease in intensity; the calculation then was discontinued.

The present results represent to the best of the authors' knowledge the

first simulation of rotating stall from a finite difference solution of the

Navier-Stokes equations. Although certain approximations in regard to

two-dimensional flow, turbulence modeling, etc., are obviously present, the

results show good agreement with data for rotating stall inception and show the

physical features of the process.
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